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There’s thousands of devices you need to manage, and if they’re
not operating at their best, they can disrupt your operations and
slow down productivity.

56%

Mobile computer
compound annual growth
Source: “Mobile computing devices market is anticipated to record
a CAGR of around 4.5% by 2027”, MarketWatch, April 23, 2021

But a simple MDM won’t cut it—you need more.
More actionable insights to go above and beyond to prevent
downtime and unexpected repair costs.
What if there was a single solution to give you device health and
utilization data for your entire fleet—from mobile computers to
printers and batteries—to keep operations running at its peak?
A way workers could stay connected throughout an entire shift?
A way to enable data-driven decisions for your business?
Empower teams with tools and insights to improve device uptime
and workflows. All from one trusted partner and dashboard—
Zebra VisibilityIQ™ Foresight.

89% of executives say operational
insights could significantly
improve decision making

Source: “BizOps: Connecting IT to Business Outcomes”, Harvard Business
Review Analytic Services, June 19, 2020.
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One Dashboard. One View. One Solution.
Get all your device insights with Zebra VisibilityIQ™ Foresight

Ensure your mobile computers, batteries, and remote and stationary printers operate smoothly with a single, comprehensive
view of your device health and utilization—no matter where they’re located across your operations.
Get a customizable view of the
operational reports you need
Keep teams connected
with threshold
notifications

View device inventory,
utilization, location and
performance

Track device repair
cases and status

Access critical data on
battery statistics and levels
to prevent downtime

Monitor mobile
computers, stationary
and remote printer health

Expand the Impact

of Your MDM with Insights
It’s More than an MDM
Zebra VisibilityIQ Foresight goes beyond simple device management. It provides operational insights on historical data
trending, current state health and actionable, predictive intelligence to prevent issues and empower informed decisions.
What if I have an MDM or in-house system already?
Zebra VisibilityIQ Foresight complements your system by integrating with your MDM to
extract your data and combine ours to provide the actionable insights your current system
can’t provide on its own.
And if you don’t have an MDM, Zebra VisibilityIQ Foresight can share device insights alone.
Platform Options
IoT

Connect

5 Ways to
Benefit from
Zebra’s APIs

with Embedded MDM

1. Eliminate multiple data 		
sources and interfaces
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2. Create customized views
3. Integrate data into 		
existing systems

MC Repair

Zebra Embedded MDM
Mobile Computer
Printer and battery data

Existing MDM
Mobile Computer
Printer and battery data

4. Automate actions based 		
on targeted insights
5. Get detailed support and 		
repair statuses on your devices
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Contact your Zebra Account Manager or Partner for more information.

Zebra VisibilityIQ™ Foresight
provides value to your
operations tailored to
your business.

zebra.com/visibilityiq/foresight
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